Privacy Statement Maxxisample s.r.o

Introduction
Maxxisample is fully committed to your privacy. Information about you (the person
concerned) is securely processed and used. This Privacy Statement serves to explain to
you which data we process and for which purpose. Additionally, this Privacy Statement
sets out your rights regarding our private data processing. We recommend reading this
Privacy Statement with due care. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact
info@maxxisample.com.

Who is Maxxisample?
Maxxisample s.r.o.’s registered office is located at Telč at Třebíčská 319. It is registered
in the Chamber of Commerce of Brno with number 02998751.
Maxxisample is the party responsible for processing your private data for Maxxisample.

How does Maxxisample use your data?
Please find below an overview of Maxxisample’s purposes of processing your private
data. We have also indicated which details Maxxisample uses for the relevant purpose,
the legal basis for being permitted to process such details, and how long Maxxisample
stores your private data. To keep things clear, we grouped everything into data flow
types.
Marketing
Purpose:

Direct marketing

Details:

Name, address, email address, telephone number, Chamber of
Commerce number

Legal basis:

Performance of the agreement

Retention
period:

As long as necessary for this purpose

Website
Purpose:

Website analytics

Details:

Browsing behaviour, location

Legal basis:

Justified interest

Relevant interest

Commercial interest

Retention period:

As long as necessary for this purpose

Purpose:

Offering account

Details:

Name, address, email address, password

Legal basis:

Performance of the agreement

Retention period:

As long as necessary for this purpose

How do we obtain your private data?
Maxxisample has data about you in its possession after you provided us such details.
What are your rights?
Under the European General Data Protection Regulation, you have rights regarding your
data and how your data are processed:
View your data
You can always see your own private data and change the data in your account where
required. If you want to see which private data are recorded with Maxxisample about
you, you can request viewing such data.

Change data
If you want to apply changes to the private data you have seen after a request for
viewing the data, and you cannot change the data personally in your account, you can
submit a request for change to Maxxisample. You may request Maxxisample to update,
improve, add to, remove or protect your private data.

Limitation of processing
Additionally, under certain conditions, you have the right to impose a limitation on
Maxxisample with respect to processing your private data.
Objection
If certain data are processed pursuant to the ‘justified interest’ of Maxxisample or a third
party, you are entitled to object to such processing.
Transfer of data
You have the right to be sent your private data by Maxxisample. Maxxisample will
forward such data in a structured and standard form that can easily be opened in other
standard digital systems. This also allows you to transfer your data to a different
provider.
Revoking permission
If you have given permission for a legal basis for certain data processing, you also have
the right to revoke such permission. This has no consequences for the past - but it
means that we are no longer permitted to process such data. This may imply that
Maxxisample will be unable to provide certain services.
Reaction from Maxxisample
You can submit a request to info@maxxisample.com. Maxxisample will then comply with
your request as soon as possible, such no later than 1 (one) month after Maxxisample
received your request. If Maxxisample rejects your request we will set out the reasons
for rejection in our reply.

Private data recipients
It is possible that Maxxisample is subject to a legal obligation of providing your data to a
third party, for example due to legal requirements.

What are cookies? How does Maxxisample use cookies?
Cookies are small pieces of text or other information that are forwarded to your browser
when visiting Maxximap’s website to be stored on the hard drive or memory of your
computer, tablet or mobile telephone (hereafter: “Device”). The cookies placed via the
Maxxisample website cannot harm your Device or files stored on your Device. Any
instance of the word ‘cookies’ refers to these small pieces of text or other information,
and also to similar information collection methods, such as device fingerprinting.

Is this Privacy Statement subject to change?
This Privacy Statement is subject to change. We recommend you frequently review the
Privacy Statement to check for updates.

Where to send questions and complaints?
If you have any questions regarding this Privacy Statement and the way Maxxisample
uses your private data, please send an email to info@maxxisample.com. If you have a
complaint about the way Maxxisample processes your data, please send an email to
info@maxximsample.com. Additionally, you can also contact the authorised national
Supervisory Body for private data protection.

